
This law will........

Restrict our right to picket
The law increases police supervision of

picket lines. The government is exploring
whether to create a new criminal offence,
‘intimidating picketing’, a catch-all term that
could be interpreted as grounds to arrest us
for asking our colleagues to respect a strike.

Make our action less effective
Unions will have to give 14 days’ notice of planned

industrial action, which gives employers more time to
undermine it. Coupled with the plan to lift restrictions on
using agency staff to cover strikes, it will be harder for
our action to have impact.

Make it harder to vote for industrial action
The law will demand a 50% turnout in industrial

action ballots. Also, in ‘essential services’, such as
transport and education, 40% of the total number of
people balloted will have to vote ‘yes’. E.g. if
500 people are balloted, at least 250 must
vote, 200 of whom must vote ‘yes’: that’s
an 80% ‘yes’ vote for a strike to be legal.
With these high thresholds, many recent
national strikes would not have happened.

Limit our political voice
- Members will have to ‘opt in’ to

contribute to unions’ political funds and
political parties, which risks reducing money
available for political campaigning. The
bureaucratic ‘opt-in’ process could stifle
working class political expression on vital

issues, such as the NHS.
- The government plans to restrict our
right to protest during industrial action
and restrict unions’ campaigning via
websites, Twitter and Facebook.

The Conservative government is pushing a new law through Parliament that will
limit the power of the workers’ movement in our workplaces and in society.
Wherever we work, if we have less power, we will find it harder to win living wages,
quality of life and job security. The power of the rich will increase. This suits the
Conservatives, who launched this law within weeks of re-election to pave the way
for five more years of widening inequality, rising poverty and rule for the rich.
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Further restrictions. The law will cap time reps spend on union duties (facilities time). It will tie
unions up in costly, bureaucratic processes that will divert funds away from fighting for members.

We can defeat this bill with a determined campaign

Our power
It is vital to defend our ability to take industrial action and
withdraw our labour. Without it, bosses can impose a
decision or refuse our demands and we can do little more

than grumble and accept it. We know from experience that union
negotiation on its own is not enough to change a determined employer’s
mind. When our bosses ignore us, we need to be able to say, ‘If you will not
allow us to work on terms we accept, then we will not work at all’. This law
will obstruct our use of this fundamental power. We must defeat this law!

We need to
defend our

power in our
workplaces and

our political
voice



Get involved in

Business
Secretary Sajid
David, who is
championing the
new anti-union
law, was voted in
by 38.3% of the
electorate, less
than the 40%
threshold he is
imposing. The
government itself
was voted in by less than 25% of the electorate.
With a majority of only twelve and such blatant
hypocrisy, the government is vulnerable. We can
beat this bill!

Contact
us

righttostrike.co.uk

fb.com/righttostrike

@righttostrike

ourrighttostrike@gmail.com

Right to Strike is a network of trade unionists who want to take action to defeat the
new anti-union law and fight for full trade union freedom. We believe the law can
be defeated if our unions throw their weight behind an urgent, determined
campaign, involving mass protests, locally and nationally.

Fight for full trade union freedom

 We don’t need to wait for our
union leaders to organise
mass demonstrations. We can
organise them ourselves.
Right to Strike is building a
network, based in workplaces
and trade union branches, to
organise immediate direct

action against the new law.
In London, trade unionists from Unison, RMT,
NUT, GMB and other unions have formed a Right
to Strike ‘mobilising committee’. This committee
organised a protest outside Parliament and
blocked Westminster Bridge during the bill’s
second reading. It also organised demonstrations
outside the offices of Iain Duncan Smith and Sajid
David MP.
Contact us. We can put you in touch with other
trade unionists and help you form a committee to
organise action in your area. Encourage your
union branch to support Right to Strike by taking a
motion to your union branch (see website below).
Vibrant demonstrations in towns and cities across
the country will stir public opinion and pressure
MPs to vote against the new law.
Demonstrations will also show there is support for
action in workplaces and local unions, which will
push our trade union leaders to organise bigger,
bolder mass protests.
If the bill becomes law, strong workplace and
union organisation will prepare us to keep taking
industrial action, even if it is outside the law.

Organise,
mobilise,

demonstrate!

Calendar
October 4th 2015: Right to Strike demonstrates at
the Tory Party Conference, Manchester. Meet us at
12pm on the corner of Booth Street and Oxford Road.

November 2nd 2015: TUC rally, 1pm, Central Hall,
Westminster. Join the lobby of Parliament from
2.30pm, when you will have the chance to meet with
your MP.

March 2016: the anti-union bill is expected to go
through the House of Commons for the final time.
Until March, Right to Strike will be organising action
and protests across the country to stop this bill
becoming law. Right to Strike is also pushing for our
unions to organise a national demonstration.

Right to Strike
blocked
Westminster
Bridge during the
bill’s second
reading

October 13th 2015: ‘Kill the Bill’ rally in Parliament,
6pm, organised by FBU, RMT, NUT and other unions.

Britain already has the most restrictive anti-union
laws in Western Europe. We have no ‘right to strike’.
The law forbids industrial action without a long ballot
process that is full of legal loopholes. The law
forbids solidarity action and action for a political
cause.
Right to Strike believes the best way to repeal
existing anti-union laws is to defeat the immediate
threat, then move onto the offensive.

Hypocrites

Get involved in Right to  Strike, pressure
your union, organise action in your area.


